Create!

https://commoncore.hku.hk/

WELCOME!

Write Me! Gray Kochhar-Lindgren,
Director: lindgren@hku.hk
POW-ZAP! WELCOME NEW STUDENTS!

Engage-Experiment-Enjoy!

commoncore@hku.hk
@commoncorehku

COMMONCORE
THE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
Choosing Your Courses

Schedule (WED or SAT?) + Tutorial Times

Your Interests!!!

AoI Requirements

Interesting Types of Assessments

Transdisciplinary Clusters or Minors

Grades+Workload (See Secret Websites!)

Recommendations from (Knowledgeable) Seniors
Transdisciplinary Minors

Sustaining Cities, Cultures, and the Earth
The Human Lifespan
Creative Arts
Gender, Sexuality, Diversity
The Quest for a Meaningful Life
Tips from CC Student Consultants!

Why the CC? Choosing the Best Courses for You
Q&A on Common Core for First-Year Students
Introduced by Gray Kochhar-Lindgren, Director, CC

6:30 pm - 7:30 pm, Aug 18 and Aug 19

Check out Common Core Website for the Zoom link (no registration required)

https://commoncore.hku.hk/

Become a CC Student Consultant? commoncore@hku.hk
Tips from Students
<https://commoncore.hku.hk/>

Let's see if they can guide and inspire you!

LISTEN TO STUDENTS SHARING ON THEIR MOST MEMORABLE MOMENTS DURING THEIR COMMON CORE STUDY AND TIPS FOR SUCCESS!
Questions? Coffee?
Write Me!
lindgren@hku.hk

Engage~Experiment~Enjoy!